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The damage estimate is the critical first step in the
repair process. By doing it right consistently
throughput performance, insurance relationships
and profitability can improve dramatically. Get it
wrong and vehicles sit and wait for supplement
approvals as overall performance and customer
satisfaction diminishes. Using real-world case
studies, this 2-day course provides an in-depth
review of the estimating process. It also highlights
the best practices and tools needed for creating
technically-accurate
estimates
that
ensure
established targets for quality, speed and costs are
met. Estimating is a key area of focus when
looking for process improvement opportunities.
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Writing a technically accurate estimate
Throughput performance basics
Estimating best practices
Estimating and direct repair providers
Standard tools of the estimating process
5s workplace and estimating environments
Visual control and management practices
Estimating and the quality repair process
Integration of meticulous disassembly and
supplements
• Not-included operations and estimating
databases

Don’t leave $ on the table – Make the
investment & sign up for this course today
To Sign Up - Contact Jerry @ 402-477-3941 or
abodysupply2@neb.rr.com

The Aluminum Hammer
Set, Part # DF-AH714, can
help technicians avoid
unlike metal cross
contamination on
aluminum bodied vehicles.
Because the lightweight
aluminum hammers offer a
more forgiving strike compared to heavier steel
hammers, users are less likely to damage
aluminum body panels. Genuine hickory oval
handles provide a solid base with less chance
of breakage. Three different heads included:
 Circle Flat/Round Pick
 Circle Flat/Chisel Pick
 Circle Flat/Square Flat
Each hammer has a red mark on the top of the
head to indicate the tools are for aluminum use
only. When not in use, the hammers should be
stored in the included blow molded case.

Don’t Take a Chance on Your Safety!
We carry all the necessary safety items,
including hearing protection, safety
glasses, respirators, gloves and spray
suits. Let us know what you need.

